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Madison's Devil’s Advocates radio show adding station in the Milwaukee market, Scott
Walker’s punitive plan to force parents with children to work a minimum of 80 hours a
month to receive food stamps, and the latest Trump assaults on civil liberties.

STATEWIDE - In a major victory for Citizen Action's Radio-Active project, Mike Crute ( co-host
of the Devil’s Advocates radio show) makes an exclusive announcement on the podcast that he
is buying a major radio station in the Milwaukee market, broadcasting at 1510 AM. The new
commercial talk radio station will feature independent and progressive voices engaging in
fact-based discussions, including local hosts and national luminaries such as Thom Harthman,
Stephanie Miller, and many others.

We also discuss Scott Walker’s punitive plan to force parents with children to work a minimum
of 80 hours a month to receive food stamps and housing assistance, while the Walker economy
continues to hemorrhage family supporting jobs. Also the panel discusses shocking new cost
estimates for one of Walker's biggest corporate tax loopholes, his latest assault on worker
rights, and new evidence that private school tax break passed by the GOP in the middle of the
night is going primarily to wealthier Wisconsinites.

We also weigh in on the latest Trump assaults on civil liberties. We welcome Milwaukee County
Supervisor Marina Dimitrijevic to talk about the County Board’s resolution this week opposing all
forms of discrimination and pledging that Milwaukee County will remain a safe place for
undocumented immigrants -- regardless of federal law.
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